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Location: Nilüfer, Turkey
Capacity: 240kW
Inverter: STT-80KTL

Read More >

Location: Brüggen, Germany
Capacity: 20kW
Inverter: STH-8KTL, STH-12KTL
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Stay updated with Sunways BIG EVENTS! You will receive these exciting updates on a monthly basis via

email. To ensure their timely delivery directly to your inbox, please add info@sunways-tech.com to your
address book.

EXPO REVIEW

Sunways Shines Bright at Intersolar Europe 2023
Sunways recently participated in the prestigious Intersolar Europe exhibition held from June 14 to June
16, 2023. The event served as a platform for Sunways to highlight its extensive range of solar inverters,

which cater to the diverse requirements of residential, commercial, and industrial customers.

At the exhibition, Sunways showcased an array of technologically advanced solar inverters for their

efficiency, reliability, and versatility. The company's product lineup includes both grid-tied and hybrid
models, ensuring flexibility and compatibility with various solar installations. With Sunways' inverters,

customers can harness the full potential of solar power, enabling them to reduce their environmental

footprint and achieve substantial energy savings.

As the world transitions to a greener future, Sunways remains committed to continuous innovation and

delivering high-quality products. With a strong focus on research and development, the company aims to

drive the adoption of solar energy worldwide and contribute to a more sustainable future.

Watch Now >

30th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

Sunways Celebrates 30th Anniversary with Spectacular Party
Sunways proudly commemorated its 30th anniversary with a spectacular party held during the opening

day of Intersolar Europe on June 14. The event showcased three decades of Sunways' commitment to
revolutionizing the renewable energy industry and driving sustainable energy practices.

The anniversary party was an evening of joy, inspiration, and networking, leaving attendees enthralled and

energized. Guests engaged in lively conversations with industry experts, exchanged insights, and

experienced firsthand the latest advancements in energy storage technologies. Sunways proudly

showcased its cutting-edge products and solutions, captivating attendees with their innovative features

and performance.

The 30th anniversary party was a resounding success, encapsulating Sunways' unwavering passion for
innovation, sustainability, and industry collaboration. It marked a significant milestone in the company's

history and demonstrated its enduring dedication to shaping the renewable energy landscape for decades

to come.

Read More >

NEW PRODUCTS
Sunways Achieves IEC 62109 Certification for New Energy Storage Inverters
Sunways proudly announced the successful attainment of the IEC 62109-1/-2 certification for two new
products, STH-15-33KTL and STH-3-10KTL-LS inverters. The certification ceremony, held on June 14,

was graced by distinguished guests, including Alex Rentmeister, Vice President Commercial Vehicles &

Automotive Industry at DEKRA, and Ken Zhu, General Manager at Sunways.

Sunways 3-10kW Low-Voltage Energy Storage Inverter is ideal for residential and small-scale energy

storage systems. It offers homeowners and small businesses the opportunity to harness the benefits of

energy storage, such as increased self-consumption and energy independence, while ensuring optimal

system performance and safety.

Sunways 15-33kW High-Voltage Energy Storage Inverter is designed to meet the demanding

requirements of large-scale energy storage applications. It offers advanced grid support features and

efficient power conversion, allowing for seamless integration with renewable energy sources and enabling

smooth operation of commercial and industrial installations.

Read More >

FACTORY TOUR

Pakistani Officials Visit Sunways Factory in Ningbo
On June 20, 2023, Sunways welcomed a distinguished delegation from the Energy Department of
Balochistan Province, Pakistan. Mr. Agha Hassan Raza, the Director General (North) Energy Department
for the Government of Balochistan, and Dr. H.M. Noor ul Huda Khan Asghar, Professor and Chairperson

of Physics at Balochistan University of Information Technology, Engineering and Management Sciences

(BUITEMS), were both part of the delegation.

Their tour was intended to gain insights into the Chinese photovoltaic and renewable energy industry. Mr.

Raza and Dr. Noor aimed to gather information and provide intellectual support for the formulation of
Pakistan's national solar energy policies. This visit is also expected to facilitate the establishment of future

collaborations between Sunways and both the government and private sectors in Pakistan.

Read More >

SOLAR PROJECT

PRODUCT CERTIFICATE

Product Certificate 

STH-4~12KTL-HT(-P) VDE-AR-N 4105

STH-4~12KTL-HT(-P) C10-11 Belgium

STH-4~12KTL-HT(-P) EN 50549-1

STT-80~110KTL CEI 0-21 Italy
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